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Catalog of Copyright Entries
A teen plunges into a downward spiral of addiction in this classic cautionary tale.
January 24th After you’ve had it, there isn't even life without drugs… It started
when she was served a soft drink laced with LSD in a dangerous party game.
Within months, she was hooked, trapped in a downward spiral that took her from
her comfortable home and loving family to the mean streets of an unforgiving city.
It was a journey that would rob her of her innocence, her youth—and ultimately her
life. Read her diary. Enter her world. You will never forget her. For thirty-five years,
the acclaimed, bestselling first-person account of a teenage girl’s harrowing decent
into the nightmarish world of drugs has left an indelible mark on generations of
teen readers. As powerful—and as timely—today as ever, Go Ask Alice remains the
definitive book on the horrors of addiction.

The Diary and Letters of His Excellency Thomas Hutchinson,
Esq.
Dear Diary, I'm in Love
Memorials of Mrs. M. S. Cooper compiled from her diary and
correspondence
What, you've never seen someone dressed as a vampire in the chemo ward? At
thirty-six, Kimberly lived a blissfully carefree existence. Her biggest worry revolved
around running out of hot sauce or coffee. Then she got "the news." Ovarian
cancer. Stage Three. Months of chemo. Major surgery. And a slew of uncertainty
about her future. But rather than accept her diagnosis with a sense of defeat,
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Kimberly chose to combat the darkness with laughter, costumes, colorful wigs, and
positivity. As she put it, "You can't be scared of chemo when you're wearing a
coconut bra."Kimberly dishes out every hairy detail about her baldness,
breakdowns, and breakthroughs - and shows that a little tumor humor is just what
the doctor ordered.

Dying Young
The death of her boyfriend causes a young woman to worry in her diary that she
caused his death by allowing him to drive away in a huff in the midst of a fight.
Original.

Boswell's Life of Johnson, Including Boswell's Journal of a Tour
to the Hebrides, and Johnson's Diary of A Journey Into North
Wales
“It’s an autobiography! If I tell you what’s in it you won’t read the book.” — Claire
Drainie Taylor Or would you? Maybe you’d be intrigued by the progression of a life
begun as an unexceptional little girl born to a middle-class Jewish Canadian couple
in a small prairie town who, at age sixteen, married a refined Englishman, and
survived the Great Depression, partly alone in a shack in the woods of Vancouver
Island. Or how, only a few months after returning to Vancouver, with no training
and minimal education, this same young woman walked on stage at one of
Canada’s finest old theatres, and went on to a successful thirty-year career as an
actress and radio dialogue writer. Having been compelled by her family to write
her memoir, it wasn’t until she’d finished and reread her manuscript that Claire
Drainie Taylor realized what an extraordinary life she’d led. Her descriptions of the
many fascinating incidents that make up her story, and how she dealt with them,
revealed herself to herself in a way that illuminates what she calls “The Surprise of
My Life.”

Children's Books in Print 1998
Dear Diary Part 2 : Hope
Diary of a Team Explorers Kid
Dear Diary
My Diary Don't Lie
Whispers from Yesterday
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Runaway
The Delineator
Diary of a Bad Boy
Dear Diary: What My Doctor Never Told Me About Dieting
A Hope for All I wish you love, peace, joy and healings. Love God, love others, and
love yourself with your whole heart. Make a difference for the better by sharing
your love and God-given talents as you encourage those around you. Others will
not have to guess that you truly care when you let them know by what you say and
how you say itWhat you do and how you do it. When others think of you, let them
get a good feeling and Smile!

Dear Diary, Does This Cancer Make My Ass Look Fat?: A
Heartfelt Memoir With A Pinch Of Sarcasm
Discovering that she is pregnant, a teenage Cassie is sent away by her
disapproving father to a home for wayward girls and forbidden to ever see Seth
again, and Cassie must choose between her family and the boy she loves. Original.

Woman's Home Companion
The novel begins as Arella prepares for 2000 and the fresh start it represents. More
at home in cyberspace than anywhere she has actually lived, she reinvents herself
and her life story for readers of a multimedia web diary she calls *Arella's
Repertoire, * a blend of memoir, travelogue, and blog. Characters who star in this
virtual drama recapture worlds Arella has known and weave together the
memories, dreams, and imaginings that have contributed to her development as a
woman and a writer in postmodern America. Framed as an online text that she
posts incrementally throughout the month of December 1999, the narrative
explores personal and cultural memory. *Arella's Repertoire* forms part of a
quartet that also includes two works of nonfiction, *Video-Graphic Alchemy:
Transforming "Dear Diary"* and *VirtualDayz: Remediated Visions & Digital
Memories, * and another fictional text, *Vagabond Scribe (Leah's Backstory).*

The Secret
Leonard Cohen is one of the great writers, performers, and most consistently
daring artists of our time. Book of Longing is Cohen’s eagerly awaited new
collection of poems, following his highly acclaimed 1984 title, Book of Mercy, and
his hugely successful 1993 publication, Stranger Music, a Globe and Mail national
bestseller. Book of Longing contains erotic, playful, and provocative line drawings
and artwork on every page, by the author, which interact in exciting and
unexpected ways on the page with poetry that is timeless, meditative, and at
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times darkly humorous. The book brings together all the elements that have
brought Leonard Cohen’s artistry with language worldwide recognition. From the
Hardcover edition.

Go Ask Alice
The Diary and Letters of His Excellency Thomas Hutchinson
Forthcoming Books
From USA Today bestselling author Meghan Quinn comes a forbidden romance
about an Irish rebel who falls in love with the wrong girl.Dear Diary, I might have
gotten myself into a wee bit of trouble-and I'm not talking about the "court
mandated community service," or "therapy sessions from bashing a bloke in the
head" kind of trouble. I wish it were that simple. Nope. I'm talking about the "falling
in love with one of my client's daughters," kind of trouble . . . The kind of problem I
can't talk my way out of when the truth gets out.How I ended up with her phone is
a long story-and when she called to get it back, I took things a bit too far. One
innocent exchange wound up leading to so much more.Fun, new, and totally
immune to my charm, Sutton is different. And I had no idea she was the daughter
of Foster Green. Blame it on the dark colored stout running through my veins,
pushing me toward one bad decision after another. Pushing me toward her even
though I know right from wrong; even though she's my client's daughter. Dating
her might be the best or worst decision I've ever made. Only time, whiskey, and
one more roll around the mattress with her will tell. Roark

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Sophie Kinsella's Wedding Night.
With the same wicked humor and delicious charm that have won her millions of
devoted fans, Sophie Kinsella, author of the #1 New York Times bestseller
Shopaholic & Baby, returns with an irresistible new novel and a fresh new heroine
who finds herself in a life-changing and utterly hilarious predicament…. When
twenty-eight-year-old Lexi Smart wakes up in a London hospital, she’s in for a big
surprise. Her teeth are perfect. Her body is toned. Her handbag is Vuitton. Having
survived a car accident—in a Mercedes no less—Lexi has lost a big chunk of her
memory, three years to be exact, and she’s about to find out just how much things
have changed. Somehow Lexi went from a twenty-five-year-old working girl to a
corporate big shot with a sleek new loft, a personal assistant, a carb-free diet, and
a set of glamorous new friends. And who is this gorgeous husband—who also
happens to be a multimillionaire? With her mind still stuck three years in reverse,
Lexi greets this brave new world determined to be the person she…well, seems to
be. That is, until an adorably disheveled architect drops the biggest bombshell of
all. Suddenly Lexi is scrambling to catch her balance. Her new life, it turns out,
comes complete with secrets, schemes, and intrigue. How on earth did all this
happen? Will she ever remember? And what will happen when she does?
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Remember Me
Meet Fumnanya, a resilient young girl, who defies statistics with an utmost
courage and determination. My Diary Dont Lie chronicles her vicissitudes as she
goes through life beyond being a little girl and before becoming a woman.
Fumnanyas desire to overcome her naivety and lack of self-confidence helps her to
press on and accomplish her goals. Journey with Fumnanya as she takes a leap of Fa-i-t-h and undergoes a profound transformation. Witness her growth and
development as she expresses her heartfelt confessions of her real-life experiences
in her sacred and only confidant, her diary. Author M.J.N. hopes this book will
provide an interactive blueprint for young girls, help women to overcome many of
the issues that plagued them while growing up, and show men what is often
experienced by women coming of age. I want this text to assist people in realizing
that sometimes life is challenging but with determination and perseverance one
can survive. Whether through embarrassing, serious, or joyous diary entries, my
goal is to open a mind and touch hearts, she reveals.

Arella's Repertoire
The Creekside Middle School 6th Grade Team Explorers wrote Diary of a Team
Explorers Kid. This is their journey from new 'little kid at the middle school' to
seasoned Creekside veterans. In the book they offer memories of 6th Grade on
Team Explorers as well as sage advice for the next batch of 'little kid' 5th Graders
arriving in the Fall.

Boswell's Life of Johnson
The death of her boyfriend causes a young woman to worry in her diary that she
caused his death by allowing him to drive away in a huff in the midst of a fight.
Original.

Remember Me?
That's Alex Smith rushing past you, hurrying home to check out his journal. Why?
Because Alex has never written a word in his journal, but yesterday, a mysterious
entry appeared in the book – one that told Alex about the future. Alex can't wait to
read the journal tonight to find out if there's anything new inside. Too bad he
doesn't realize that by opening that book, he's opening the door toThe Nightmare
Room

The Great Rock Discography
The Nightmare Room #5: Dear Diary, I'm Dead
Society darling Karen Butler falls hard after the public discovery of her father's
suicide and his empty bank accounts. With no friends, money, or faith, Karen goes
to live with her grandmother Sophia, hoping to inherit her ranch. But the
dilapidated ranch is not what Karen expects, and her uncanny resemblance to
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Sophia's dead sister, Esther, forces Sophia to confront the tragic mistakes of her
own past by giving Esther's diaries to Karen. As the reluctant newest resident of
her grandmother Sophia's Golden T ranch, pampered socialite Karen Butler wants
nothing more than to return to L.A. But there's no going back to the past. Her
father is dead. Her family home has been sold. Her finances and options are
exhausted. And her hope is gone.

Book of Longing
Laura Palmer - the sweet-faced beauty of "Twin Peaks" - hid her darkest deeds and
twisted dreams in a secret diary from the time she was twelve years old… Until the
day she was murdered - and a quiet rural community began to fall apart at the
seams. The diary contains important clues to the identity of her killer. For the
inhabitants of Twin Peaks it begins a mystery that will reach out to obsess them
all…

Dear Nobody
Complete support for thorough test preparation This KS2 English revision guide
provides a concise summary of the work covered through Years 3-6 and covers all
the Reading and Writing skills which may be tested in the National Curriculum
Tests (SAT'S) in English for levels 3-5 inclusive.

Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society
Based on Martin Strong's The Great Rock Discography, this is a compact version
featuring 500 of the most influential figures in the history of popular music. It
expands on the format of the previous title, in which full track listings for all
albums, b-sides for all singles, labels, UK and US chart positions, band members,
recommended listening, style analysis, band histories - from original line-ups to
dissolution, solo projects, potted biographies, a pricing guide for rare albums and
release dates are given.

The Surprise of My Life
For the statement above quoted, also for full bibliographical information regarding
this publication, and for the contents of the volumes [1st ser.] v. 1- 7th series, v. 5,
cf. Griffin, Bibl. of Amer. hist. society. 2d edition, 1907, p. 346-360.

The Wee Rock Discography
Presents excerpts from the author's diary from age twelve to twenty-five, updating
each entry with information on later events, conversations she had with those
mentioned, and her current perspective on the issues raised.

The Secret Diary of Laura Palmer
Dying Young
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Dear Diary – Just Thinking
This is KATHYNE L. JACKSON's memoir of her personal journey to lose weight - 63
pounds - and the struggles she endured along the way. She was like everyone else,
on the yo-yo trail to unhealthiness. She would play at losing 10 pounds and then
gain 15 back, complaining all the way. She would get discouraged and eat more
ice cream and chocolate and then hate herself for being weak. She would walk for
three days and then would give up because on day four it rained. She would
purchase a stationary bike and then use it as a clothes rack. And she continued to
watch her weight climb to over 200 pounds. But still she did nothing. Then one day
her doctor told her she had to get healthy, that if she did not start taking care of
her weight, if she did not become serious about her cholesterol levels, she could
develop diabetes. This knowledge scared her to finally make the conscious
decision to get healthy. She did not make her goal weight, but she came close. She
did lose 50 pounds. It was the longest 13 months of her life.

English
When Lizzie's grandmother starts dating, Lizzie confides all, and more, to her diary.

The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL. D.
June 1 I doubt that I would be starting this diary if it werenOCOt for laptops. I had a
maiden aunt who gave me a pretty, red, imitation-leather notebook with OC My
DiaryOCO embossed in gold on the cover. She said every girl should start one at
age eleven. If I remember right, I wrote the date on the first page and immediately
lost the book. IOCOm not too likely to lose this laptop, since itOCOs my bread and
butter. And, because I regularly send my programming back to the office, IOCOll be
uploading these words to my own personal files back there OCo encrypted, of
course. Ah, the joys of modern technology.The only tradition IOCOm going to
adhere to is in treating you like a person, Dear Diary. So let me tell you who I am
before I start telling you all my secrets. IOCOm Elizabeth Axelrood, better known as
Liz to all my friends. IOCOm now all of twenty-five, a business success and, while
not a personal winner, at least I wouldnOCOt classify myself as a loser in that
respect, either. I majored in psychology in college, and my mom and dad assumed
IOCOd go on in that field, but computers fascinated me. Much against the wishes of
my folks, I quit before graduation and went into programming. ThatOCOs how I
met my ex-husband. We started our own company, Ax-cell Learning Inc., got into
educational software on the ground floor, and have been running to stay ahead of
demand ever since. Now, I suppose you want to know about Gordon Axelrood, and
what happened between us. Thirty-five short stories about love, romance and
relationships by John Broussard. Boson Books also offers several mysteries by John
Broussard. Visit our fiction page. For an author bio, photo, and a sample read visit
www.bosonbooks.com."

Diary of John Evelyn
A real teen's diary so raw and edgy it will not be forgotten. They say that high
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school is supposed to be the best time of your life. But what if that's just not true?
More than anything, Mary Rose wants to fit in. To be loved. And she'll do whatever
it takes to make that happen. Even if it costs her her life. Told through the raw and
unflinching diary entries of a real teen, Mary Rose struggles with addiction,
bullying, and a deadly secret. Her compelling story will inspire you—and remind
you that you're not alone. "Mary Rose's diary is a heart-wrenching tale of a young
girl trying to figure everything out."—VOYA "The writing style has a beautiful
lyricism Readers will appreciate this unflinchingly honest work."—School Library
Journal
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